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The Interview 
by Ross Simonini

“There is no ‘outside of language’ for me,  
there is always a lot of language going on in my head, 

even if it’s nonlinear or incoherent”

Olga Balema

The work of Olga Balema offers a satisfying 
defiance. She maintains a fluid approach to every 
aspect of her art: titles, forms, expectations and 
materials, which are occasionally actual fluids. 
Most often you will find her work resting on  
the ground, slumped or flat, and settling into 
the architecture.

Her recent show Formulas, at Croy Nielsen  
in Vienna, is a collection of tilelike works, placed 
on the floor, where they appear to have been 
broken, then reassembled into elegantly inel- 
egant collage. Her work brain damage (2019) is an 
installation of sundry spindly threads, stretched 
at ankle level: a patternless and beguiling web. 
Another work, Motherfucker (2016), exhibited at 

the Baltic Triennial in 2018, features sagging 
breasts affixed to crudely painted ripped maps. 
(Balema was born in Ukraine, in 1984, and 
moved to the United States while a teenager.) 

For me, Balema’s works have always been 
characterised by mystery, especially her ongoing 
series of clear acrylic sculptures. Almost entirely 
transparent, they rest quietly between the wall 
and floor, without any interest in announcing 
their form. Looked at from a certain angle,  
in a certain light, they would not appear to  
exist at all. 

This translucence is often accented by 
Balema’s modest installations and bare context. 
Many of her works are untitled, and in the past 

she has not been particularly vocal about her 
work, doing no interviews and making few 
written statements. But in line with her resist- 
ance to consistency, other work carries elaborate 
titles (eg, Manifestations of our own wickedness  
and future idiocy, 2017), and at times in the inter- 
view below she even responded loquaciously. 

Initially when I reached out to Balema  
about an interview, she turned me down. But 
eventually we began to speak: first over the 
phone, then in a series of email exchanges. 
During this time, she was busy, intermittently 
sick and installing multiple shows around  
the world. Our exchange occurred over  
three seasons.Courtesy the artist 

Ross Simonini, "Olga Balema: There is No Outside of Language" ArtReview (February 2), https://artreview.com/
olga-balema-there-is-no-outside-of-language/
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A Process of No Process

Ross simonini  You said you were late to our 
conversation last week because you were installing 
video chat software. Did you manage to avoid video 
during the pandemic?

olga Balema  I had to install it on my phone, 
my computer doesn’t have the right headphone 
jack. But yes, I was not zooming much during 
the pandemic.

Rs  Do you use your computer much for your art?

oB  Some email. I write on the computer.

Rs  Your work Computer [2021], a vast floor collage, 
somehow led me to assume that you weren’t much  
of a computer person.

oB  I’m not anti, I just don’t really get excited for 
new technology and try to keep the same devices 
for as long as I can. I did use a computer to make 
that work, an old, kind of dirty computer.

Rs  That title does a lot of work for the piece. Are you 
careful about titles? 

oB  Yes. There were a lot of titles swirling 
around in my mind. And Computer seemed like  
a nice followup to brain damage. I usually come 
up with titles during the making of a piece,  
or after, which is why a lot of things are not 
titled. If I’m struggling too much, I just leave  
it untitled. I feel like if I do have a title, I want  

it to add something to the piece. Computer added  
a sense of humour that maybe would have been 
lacking otherwise.

Rs  What kind of writing are you doing on  
the computer?

oB  Lectures, job applications, grant applica-
tions, interviews, press releases. Descriptions  
of my work for myself and the public. Emails.

Rs  You mentioned interviews. Have you done others?

oB  This is my first ‘real’ interview. But I have 
done some fake interviews with myself. There is 
also a conversation I once did with another artist.

Rs  Do you read about art or artists? 

oB  Yes, sporadically. Recently I read a Duchamp 
biography I found on the street in my neigh-
bourhood. Since I’m not moving around as 
much, I’m trying to buy more books. Reading 
about other artists can be really inspiring,  
but it’s also a double-edged sword, because you 
can end up getting swept up in ideas that have 
nothing to do with you. Getting hijacked for  
a second. For example, I did a lecture on the 
artist Maria Nordman at Dia [Art Foundation, 
New York]. I was supposed to deliver it in April 
2020, so I was doing my research for it in the 
month before that. Then the pandemic hit and 
I put it aside and did not think about it for 
another year. In the meantime I was working  
on Computer and I was noticing that I had some 

ideas in my head about it, some concerns that 
even though related to my past work somehow 
sat weird. Thoughts about how the audience 
would almost be finishing the work by wearing 
it out through movement, that without the 
audience the work does not really exist. Which 
partially came from working with a public 
institution and becoming more aware of how 
the audience in a way bears a lot of responsi-
bility for its longevity and continued existence. 
But also in combination with other aspects of 
the piece, like bringing the piece outside and 
frottaging the sidewalks in New York. Here  
I recognised echoes of Nordman’s ideas, espe-
cially once I took up preparing the lecture again. 
It was an instance of not intentionally taking 
someone else’s work as a reference point, but 
the idea operating in a deep background. 

Rs  Does social conversation feel laboured for you?

oB  I mean… I don’t think I would be described 
by most people as someone who loves to talk. 

Rs  You sound like someone who doesn’t think in 
language.

oB  I would say that, but when I observe myself, 
I realise there is no ‘outside of language’ for me, 
there is always a lot of language going on in  
my head, even if it’s nonlinear or incoherent.  
It shapes how I see. 

Rs  Do you think with your hands?

Computer, 2021, mixed media, 425 × 100 cm. Photo: Rob Harris.
Courtesy the artist; Bridget Donahue, New York; and Camden Art Centre, London 

brain damage, 2019 (installation view, Bridget Donahue, New York, 2019).  
Courtesy the artist and Bridget Donahue, New York

oB  I think with everything: my hands, my  
brain, my eyes. I can’t say that I only think with 
one part of my body. A lot of the work happens 
through association or a kind of visual or 
textural rhyming in the studio. Physically 
making things does help in that process. I can’t 
say that I have a set process of how I do things. 
Sometimes I come up with something I want  
to do in my head, and then I try to do it and  
then it kind of doesn’t work out and I go from 
there. Or it does work out and then it’s there.  
Or I abandon it. So it’s a process of no process.

Rs  Are you resistant to pinning down your process?

oB  I’m just trying to be honest. A lot also 
depends on circumstance and factors outside  
of my control, like the aesthetics of the places  
I am showing, shipping constraints, etc. 

Rs  Do you purposely avoid repetition? 

oB  I used to. There was a lot I wanted to try,  
and I made this resolution that I would keep  
my practice very open, make each body of work 
different from the previous. I found a lot of 
pleasure and energy in not being consistent,  
or maybe in trying to figure out a consistency  
that was more of a feeling than a set of visual 
attributes. Also I thought it was important that 
the work was difficult and uncomfortable to 
absorb. So I really made an effort towards this. 
Now I am making an effort to stay in the same 
register a bit more.

Rs  And why do you want that? 

oB  I think the shift has been gradual and more 
internal. I was becoming overwhelmed with  
the amount of work I was doing and exhausted 
from the adrenaline rush of constantly trying  
to do something different and letting too many 
ideas in. The work became more reduced and 
quieter because I hit a point at which I was 
mentally unable to do things like going into the 
metal workshop and facing the fumes and dust. 
Also, practically, in New York it’s a true feat  
to have access to production facilities, especially  
if you want to do the work yourself and can’t  
pay a lot of money. So I think it’s partially  
an adaptation to moving to a very expensive, 
visually stimulating, loud, crowded city and 
a response to a need to feel more grounded. 
That said, ‘same register’ doesn’t mean repeti-
tion. I’m still searching for things. It’s important 
for me that the work feels alive.

Rs  Have you felt much resistance to that kind of 
experimental approach?

oB  No, not too much from the people I work 
with. I established this way of working early  
on as part of my practice, so I assume the people 
who would resist just did not approach me.

Rs  Your most recent work at Barbara Weiss in Berlin  
is working with the same materials and gestures as 
brain damage. What does that kind of recapitulation 
do for you?

oB  The works at Barbara Weiss were ones I made 
in 2019 and did not install. So I was engaging with 
the same body of work, rather than repeating.

Rs  Do you often show older work?

oB  I do, and I find it very rewarding, especially 
when I have not seen something for a long time. 
It often informs my current work and helps me 
to understand new ideas I have. I would love to 
do a show of just older works and see how they 
all speak to each other and interrelate. 

Rs  Repetition seems to create what we call style.  
How do you define style?

oB  At its best iteration, it’s being able to  
work with your limitations. At its worst, it’s 
being contrived.

Mrs. Hippy

Rs  Do you enjoy making your work?

oB  Sometimes.

Rs  Do you prefer the work you made with enjoyment 
rather than work in struggle?

oB  It depends on when you ask me. Maybe 
when I’m first showing it I prefer the work  
I made with enjoyment, because maybe I’m 
more confident in it. But with some distance  
it ends up not mattering. 
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Rs  While working, is there a feeling you find yourself 
returning to more often than others?

oB  One of my favourite feelings when I work  
is when I have had a new idea and am rushing  
to execute it in one way or another. It feels very 
urgent in a fun way.

Rs  When you were young, did you know you’d be  
an artist?

oB  Maybe from the age of thirteen I wanted  
to be an artist. But before that we moved around  
a lot, and things were looser for me. I moved  
to the Us when I was fourteen and decided to 
study art once I was in college. Or ‘decided’  
is maybe too strong a word. I started creeping 
towards becoming an artist. I had some really 
great teachers, Lee Running and Isabel Barbuzza, 
who blew my mind with what sculpture could  
be and were generally very encouraging.

Rs  What were you making at thirteen?

oB  Drawings of dolphins and celebrities.  
I used makeup like eyeshadow and lipstick  
for drawing, to be experimental. I also made 
collages with iridescent stickers in order to  
put them on a copy machine and see how the 
iridescence would be reproduced by the machine. 
It was exciting to see the different images  
I would get from the same image sources. 

Rs  Where were you before the US?

oB  I was born in Lviv, Ukraine, and we moved 
to Karlsruhe, Germany, in 1991. We stayed there 

for a year and moved back to Lviv, lived there  
for two years and then moved to Leipzig in 
Germany. After that we spent some time  
again in Lviv before moving to Ames, Iowa,  
in the Us.  

Rs  How did all these places affect you differently?

oB  I had the idea to reinvent myself each time  
I moved, but I always stayed the same, except for 
the usual changes one encounters when growing 
up. It wasn’t always easy to adjust to constant 
change. Some places were more hostile than 
others. When I lived in Leipzig I was the most 
unhappy, but I also developed my interest in 
being creative then. I had a lot of time to myself 
and I would try to learn how to play guitar and 
record myself singing. I also spent a lot of time 
at music stores, listening to CDs at listening 
stations. There was a store called Mrs. Hippy that 
my friends’ older friends shopped at. It smelled 
very strongly of patchouli and a lot of goths 
shopped there. I wasn’t really allowed to buy  
stuff there, but I loved to go and look. There were 
a lot of different subcultures around like goths, 
punks, ravers, also neo-Nazis. Some of my 
schoolmates were already going to the Love 
Parade in Berlin at the age of thirteen. When  
I moved to Iowa at fourteen the scene was very 
different. The kids were much more wholesome 
in general, less angsty and edgy, more into 
sports and watching movies. 

My most formative years were spent in 
Ukraine. It’s where I first thought, spoke, heard 

and saw, learned how to exist and relate to 
people, I’m not sure how to encompass that 
experience, because it’s the most distant and also 
most present. The tragedy of the war has made 
this distance/presence most palpable. I am safe 
from physical violence, but to know what a place 
looks, feels, smells, sounds like and now it is 
being blown up sent me into a different corner  
of reality, one I was unable to imagine before. 
And even with that understanding I can’t begin 
to approximate the reality and distress my 
family and the Ukrainian people are experi-
encing in the face of the brutality and violence  
of the war.

Rs  Do you consider your history and identity to  
be a significant part of your work?

oB  I think it shapes the why and the how,  
but maybe not what I make. By that I mean  
my history and identity are not the subject 
matter of my work. My work concerns itself 
more with formal explorations, materials that 
I encounter in my present, art-historical 
concerns, feelings, etc. But I think how things 
end up coming out or what I am interested in  
has to do with my history and identity. I would 
not believe myself if I said my work has nothing 
to do with my history. There is no escaping 
yourself. It comes through.

Ross Simonini is a writer, painter, and composer.  
He is the host of ArtReview’s podcast Subject, 
Object, Verb

above Formula 15, 2022, foam, latex, 25 × 24 cm. Photo: Kunst-dokumentation.com. 
Courtesy the artist and Croy Nielsen, Vienna

preceding pages Manifestations of our own wickedness and future idiocy, 2017,  
Rowlux paper, steel, photographs, 254 × 518 × 203 cm. Courtesy the artist;  

Bridget Donahue, New York; Croy Nielsen, Vienna; Fons Welters, Amsterdam;  
and Hannah Hoffman, Los Angeles

Computer, 2021, mixed media, 425 × 100 cm.  
Photo: Rob Harris. Courtesy the artist;  

Bridget Donahue, New York; and Camden Art Centre, London 
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Alex Bennett, "Olga Balema “Computer”  Camden Art Centre / London", Flash Art, July 20, 2021 
https://flash---art.com/2021/07/olga-balema-computer/ 

Olga Balema, Computer, Installation View, Camden Art Centre, May 21 - August 29, 2021 Photo: Rob Harris

All for the little nature of water lilies, Claude Monet developed a portion of land and diverted a narrow arm of 
the river Epte to quench his water garden. He acquired new hybrid lilies seen at the Paris world’s fair in 1889 
and instituted a Japanese footbridge from which to admire them — the lilies themselves planted in thirty-liter 
pots to preserve their color balance.1  
Bamboos, gingko and maple trees, Japanese peonies, wisteria and weeping willows: Monet’s artificial 
garden precipitated a mille-feuille of yet more artifice. It is an entropic dream-machine fashioned from 
imperial strategies of acquisitive transposition, commodifying Japanese culture and practice while 
simultaneously instilling its inferiority. Its extractive relations transform an ecosystem into a vignette 
manicured for the imaginary, beckoning the practice of circulation and representation. And yet, Monet once 
remarked: “I just took a catalogue and chose at random, that’s all.”2

https://flash---art.com/2021/07/olga-balema-computer/#_edn1
https://flash---art.com/2021/07/olga-balema-computer/#_edn1
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One reads Olga Balema’s exhibition title with a similarly insouciant tonality: Computer (2021), that’s all. The 
allusion of a kind of casualness is extended in the work’s source as well as the fact of its fatigued, worked 
state, while Balema’s sculpture involves the circulation and machinations of image production, it alights from 
an object literally domesticated underfoot –– a rug. Prostrate and parched, the rinsed, impressionistic blue 
swirls and shivery, etiolated gingko leaves in Balema’s large floor sculpture momentarily evoke Monet’s 
projective fantasies, yet within a field of deliberate, withering flatness. The pattern is sourced from a 
domestic “Prismatic Daydream Rug” and is digitally printed in the provisional materiality prevalent to 
billboards, each rug reproduced with varying degrees of lucidity and blur. Dog-eared, its blanched edges of 
pixilation disintegrate into blemished papery plastic, itself dragged through New York streets to accumulate 
dust, hair, dirt, as well as fresh afflictions: grazes, scuffs, peelings. Cut, stuck, stripped and 
compressed, Computer, then, is a plush attrition.

Olga Balema, Computer, Installation View, Camden Art Centre, May 21 - August 29, 2021 Photo: Rob Harris

An initial encounter could ascribe the work with decrescence and deprivation, given its thinning materiality 
and atrophying imagery. This elected reducibility has created material exhaustion, which strains the desire to 
compel significance within something so open, passive, weak. Yet as a terrain of vulnerability, like staring 
into a pool of water that just reflects irresolute pondering, the tension of Computer’s disturbance and 
susceptibility is decidedly mutual: viewers are encouraged to walk over its surface and in turn forced to 
reconsider the influence of one’s step. Like a reverie: the slow lurch of dislocation. Yet there is no 
submergence or succulence; Computer perpetually deflates the daydream, letting its flimsy fantasy settle 
into the craquelure of its waterless surface. Balema’s Computer permits its own ruination in the destructive 
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accretion of other physical gestures, splintering its integrity, or rather, its integrity hinging on doubt and 
defeat such that its meaning might extinguish into a litter of shagged pixels and crushed glitches. In spite of 
my desire for more pointed infestation and less causality, in its material data, Balema’s Computer is still, like 
every other computer, a time machine of sorts. Though in its entropic accrual of prosaic and contingent 
‘data’, Computer’s memory is literally laid bare and in its devastation, more like the process of decay –– 
which ungrounds the ground.

1 https://www.artic.edu/articles/886/the-real-water-lilies-of-giverny; and Matilde Guidelli-Guidi, Computer, Filed Note 132, Camden 

Art Centre, 2021.

2 https://fondation-monet.com/en/giverny/the-water-garden/

https://flash---art.com/2021/07/olga-balema-computer/#_ednref
https://www.artic.edu/articles/886/the-real-water-lilies-of-giverny
https://flash---art.com/2021/07/olga-balema-computer/#_ednref
https://fondation-monet.com/en/giverny/the-water-garden/
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6 
OLGA BALEMA (BRIDGET DONAH UE, NEW 
YORK) What is the least amount of art that 

can constitute a work? Balema's exquisite 

and scanty show "brain damage" proposed an 

answer. Composed from elastic bands, sta

ples, and nails, the spread of thirteen pieces 

resembled a deteriorating set of intersecting 

grids. Reducing art to the bare minimum, the 

exhibition tiptoed the line between artwork 

and its absence. 

Sohrab Mohebbi, "Best of 2019", Artforum, December, 2019, 182.



2 OLGA BALEMA

“brain damage” 

Bridget Donahue, New York
by Laura Brown

Olga Balema’s “brain damage” 
places words onto the convoluted 
bodily pathways with which you 
might read a room. At Bridget 
Donahue, the floor is ready: 
faded wood covered in paint 
splatters, shadows of color, and 
other signs of mystery time. 
Lines at all angles hover above 
this ground. These are long 
stretches of elastic, painted 
and knotted into a vast net and 
tacked low to the space by nails 
and staples. Broken into thirteen 
unapparent parts, it’s fun to 
relate Balema’s installation to 
images of spiders’ webs woven 
under the influence of various 
drugs; the two methodologies 
share an anfractuous sensibility. 
Some tendrils reach up the 
wall or settle onto the floor. 
Throughout, the elastic’s tension 
changes with time. Although 
each line functions against a 
respective backdrop, the work 
cannot really be described as 
site-specific. Something greater 
is happening.

This big network of sculpture 
is absolutely time-based. The 
work is far longer and larger 
than what the current room 
holds, although this is its 
immediate status. What is brain 
damage? The sudden destruction 
or deterioration of the brain’s 
cells—otherwise the longest-
living cells in the body. Applied 
by Balema, a rich red stain feels 
familiar, as does the personality 
of a frazzled knot. These parts 
weren’t processed once. Like a 
garment exposed to the weather, 
new smudges and curls accrue 
through movement. Over and over I 
crouch down to get a closer look, 
becoming dizzy in the process. 
Each movement has an effect. 
Each detail is a decision, the 
result of an action. Details 
become reminders: new neural 
connections. Later on, someplace 
else, a loose nail seen on a 
floor makes me flash back to this 
moment. Pre-staged, these sinuous 
networks traveled flat into the 
gallery—and will keep traveling. 
Being in fact a very large 
amount of sculpture, every single 

element is impossible to take 
into account. “Brain damage” is a 
circuit of shifting information, 
a stretchable presence, like a 
life.

7×302×52in. Courtesy of the artist and Bridget Donahue, New 
York.

2 Olga Balema, 1, 2019. Elastic band, paint, glue, nails, staples. 

Laura Brown, "Olga Balema, 'brain damage' ", Flash Art, September/October 2019, 108-109.
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Olga Balema 
BRIDGET DONAHUE 

10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5 ... The integers titling Olga Balema's thirteen works, all 
produced this year, descended unsteadily in a clockwise direction from 
Bridget Donahue's entrance. Each number corresponded to a 
diagrammatic composition of thin elastic strips, some of which were 
stretched out in lengths of up to forty-five feet, raised slightly above the 
floor by the nails and staples that held them in place. In some areas the 
strands were split in two or glued together to create intersections, 
mostly at right angles; elsewhere, extraneous bands curled underfoot, like 
crimped ribbons or dried flora, while others crept up the walls as if 
seeking escape. The numeric titles and limited media heightened the 
impression that these were formal exercises, less figurative than mo r of 
Balema's work-packages of latex, photographs, sundry fluids. or 
assemblages of steel and fleshy ingredients not unfamiliar to the 
comemporary art landscape. The reduced means were refreshing, 
encouraging visitors to walk more slowly and look more carefully. 

Balema had painted significant swaths of her white elastic black, 
blue, green, and red-the uneven coats of acrylic strained from the 
tautness. Much of the paint was matte, save for the moments of lus
trous, deep charcoal in 1. The colors occasionally matched traces of 
paint on the sanded wooden floor. At certain points, discerning figure 
from ground became difficult, and it was hard to see the work. The 
viewer's sense of perceptual confusion was enhanced by the shadows 
and various odd intersections of the pieces. The show's title, "brain 
damage," might have referred to that disorientation, or to the overall 
effect of the installation, which resembled a synaptic network dotted 
with the broken pathways of loosely hanging and insecurely attached 
strings. Though quite different from her more corporeal sculptures, the 
painted elastic still evoked flesh and its coverings, such as the cinched 
waistbands and cuffs of mass-produced clothing ( one could almost feel 
that quick snap against the skin). Given these bodily connotations, and 
perhaps.in the context of Bridget Donahue's raw exhibition space-a 
prewar loft on the Bowery in Manhattan-"brain damage" felt like 
the draft stage of an Eva Hesse sculpture, particularly in regard to the 
Minimalist-'s "notorious fragility and insistent decay," as the art histo
rian Karen Kurczynski once described. 

Though less technically refined than Hesse's art, Balema's work is 
characterized by a procedural, relatively two-dimensional use of the 
synthetic fiber that lets it settle into many permutations of line-drawing, 
clothesline, circuit, boundary, poetic unit of verse. Some pertinent 
associations: The system of roughly gridded cords and stakes on the 
floor resembled the similarly constructed outlines that might be placed 
in raw earth to plan the foundation of a building, or the strings and 
flagging pins that mark off excavation units at archaeological sites-the 
first stages of building up or digging down. Balema's layouts are too 
small and jumbled (or damaged?) to correspond to stable architectures 
or meaningful coordinates, but they might serve as a purely conceptual 
architectural plan-think Siah Armajani's North Dakota Tower, 1968, 
a design he drafted in the late 1960s for a structure that would cast a 
shadow over the width of the titular state. The implication of additional 
dimensions also conjured a more flexible version of Duchamp's Sixteen 
Miles of String, 1942-minus, unfortunately, the ur-Conceptualist's 
deviousness and criticality. 

Yet Balema is neither architect nor archaeologist nor painter. She is 
a sculptor. And by utilizing a reduced palette, so to speak, and just a 
sliver of the gallery's volume, she opened up her work to wider inter
pretations than her more immediately seductive sculptures allow. 
Elastic is manufactured for flexibility and reuse; Balema's sculptures 
can be restretched and reordered into new iterations, suggesting that 
even established forms inevitably change over time. 

-Mira Dayal

Olga Balema, 1, 2019

elastic bands, paint, 

glue, nails, staples, 

dimensions variable. 

SEPTEMBER 2019 25" 

Mira Dayal, "Olga Balema: Bridget Donahue", Artforum, September, 2019, 257



Olga Balema: 4, 2019, 

elastic band, paint, 

glue, nails, staples, 4 

by 69 by 91 inches; at 

Bridget Donahue.

New Museum founder Marcia Tucker was famously fired 
from the Whitney for curating a Richard Tuttle retrospective 
that included, among other things, string laid out on a rug. 
To Hilton Kramer, who reviewed the show for the New York 
Times, it was “remorselessly and irredeemably less . . . and 
fairly bask[ed] in the void of lessness.” One wonders what 
the late conservative critic would have thought of Olga 
Balema, whose nebulous sculptures are featured in the 
current Whitney Biennial and whose recent exhibition at 
Bridget Donahue, “brain damage,” consisted of long elastic 
bands crisscrossing the floor of the space, some painted and 
others left their original white. If Tuttle espoused an 

David Everitt Howe, "Olga Balema's Rubber Band Works Show How Less Can Be More", Art in America, August 
22, 2019. https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/olga-balema-rubber-bands-bridget-donahue/

REVIEWS August 22, 2019

Olga Balema’s Rubber Band Works Show How Less 
Can Be More

NEW YORK

at Bridget Donahue
by David Everitt Howe

http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/reviews
https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/author/david-everitt-howe/


economy of means, Balema has a maximalist tendency, filling the gallery with so many elastics 
stretched between nails and staples that you had to be careful where you walked, lest the whole 
thing break apart. Given the prevalence today of artwork focused on digital means and political 
subject matter, Balema’s use of such a dumb, simple material felt somehow poignant and 
rousingly different.

Balema spent the months before “brain damage” laying out the bands in her studio, stapling 
them to the walls, gluing them together to form joints, and nailing them to the floor. Thirteen 
works took shape. They appear nearly indistinguishable from one another, though, as they say, 
God is in the details. 1 (all works 2019) looks like a sagging stepladder hovering horizontally 
over the ground and culminating, where it attaches to the wall, in a rogue assortment of white, 
gray, and black bands that curl like ribbons. Installed a few feet to the side, 2 features bands 
painted in dreamy swaths of green, brown, and umber. It provided one of the few decidedly 
vertical moments in the show, with three of its bands stapled a couple feet or so up the wall—
one connected tightly to a nail in the floor and continuing along an angled path, and the other 
two hanging down sort of lazily as part of an unstretched design. Who knew elastic bands 
could have so much character?

In 4, unpainted bands stapled to the wall trail into pastalike messes on the ground or attach to 
blue-tinted bands that wrap around nails at the work’s other end, while 5 is a barely-there 
stretch of two bands. Both works feature elastics with stray nails attached to their ends: 
vestiges of the works’ installation in Balema’s studio. Such details made you wonder how far 
the works at Bridget Donahue might have strayed from their original versions, and where the 
line between repeatability and site-specificity is when the medium is a bunch of strung-
together elastics. In any case, Balema’s skillful handiwork commanded the space, providing an 
instance in which less, in the form of a painfully mundane material, was notably more. 
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Amelia Farley, “Olga Balema: brain damage”, The Brooklyn Rail, July, 2019. https://brooklynrail.org/2019/07/artseen/Olga-Balema-
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Installation view: Olga Balema: brain damage, Bridget Donahue, New York, 2019. Courtesy Bridget Donahue.

Like the condition to which it refers, the exhibition brain damage does not just invoke a locus of 

injury, but also the diffusion of its effects. Across the flecked, uneven floor of Bridget Donahue, Olga 

Balema has scattered dozens of yards’ worth of garment-grade elastic bands. They have been 

painted and artificially distressed; arranged into shallow, cobwebbed arrays in Balema’s studio; 

https://brooklynrail.org/2019/07/artseen/Olga-Balema-brain-damage
https://brooklynrail.org/2019/07/artseen/Olga-Balema-brain-damage
https://brooklynrail.org/2019/7/artseen
https://brooklynrail.org/contributor/Amelia-Farley
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transported in crates; and meticulously rearranged, in formation, in the gallery. The bands are 

variously tied, stapled, nailed, and tacked together to form a number of small provisional structures

—what the press release says is “100% sculpture.” But Balema’s work, in its elasticity, lacks the 

resolution of form that this absolute expression might suggest. Several of the nails appear to be 

structurally unnecessary; many of the bands are slack, while others are pulled taut between the wall 

and a nail hammered into the floor. They frequently intersect: one axis meets another, and another, 

and so on. Each confederation of elastic bands, extending no more than a few feet off of the ground, 

is a score of intersections, drawing our attention to axial tensions—or playing us once more against 

our expectation of significance, of relation. 

Brain damage is Balema’s most economical solo show to date. Her sculptures (all 2019) are sparse 

but not severe; they are numbered—1 through 13—but don’t progress throughout the room 

chronologically. The painted strings recall the cinematic trope of red thread used to connect leads 

across the bulletin boards of conspiracy theorists. Perhaps the connections will surface surprising 

relationships, or perhaps they are all coincidental and cold. As if to wink at the austere precision of 

minimalist sculpture—like the careful parallels and vertices of a Fred Sandback—Balema’s arbitrary 

arrangements are characteristically tongue-in-cheek. If Sandback’s “vertical constructions” refer to 

an upright human body, Balema’s horizontal entanglements refer to a prostrate one. Low to the 

ground and without clear thoroughfares, the sprawling installation is conspicuously hazardous, 

refusing to honor pedestrian space. But that isn’t to say that the matrices aren’t somehow 

cartographic, like meridians or ley lines. The lateral infrastructure of brain damage addresses the 

under-considered architectural matters of the floor, concerning itself with the space just below the 

viewers’ sightline.  

If not maliciously intended, certainly the delicate build of brain damage is precarious. Its nervous 

highways organize into a situation which, apparently, indicates risk: a printed-out sign near the 

entryway warns, “Please tread carefully!” Balema’s architectural interventions in the gallery space 

are easily missable; they are liable to be stepped on or tripped over. Most of the cords 

comprising brain damage, however, are not stretched, but flaccid, shriveled, weary—almost pitifully 

so. Connections are exhausted and unreliable. The damage Balema presents here suggests a kind of 

attrition: a slow, processual wearing-away; a frying of the nerves.  
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Installation view: Olga Balema: brain damage, Bridget Donahue, New York, 2019. Courtesy Bridget Donahue.

Balema’s modest list of materials—elastic band, paint, glue, nails, staples—leaves out the occasional 

wisp of curling ribbon or organza, which are haphazardly tacked on throughout, as if by accident. 

These unexpectedly whimsical elements seem to be caught in the grid, like wet leaves stuck in a 

storm drain grate, or a still-fluttering moth freshly snagged by a spider web. Such details might leave 

viewers wondering what to regard, and what to disregard, in the overall material roster of the show. 

Balema’s arrangements often appear accidental. Seen from above, the sloppy entanglements 

of brain damage might read like a decision matrix, or a game plan, where the elastic cords represent 

vectors between possible, contingent outcomes. The elastic medium itself is necessarily scalable, 

flexible, and contingent. It expands the field of possibility. 
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Installation view: Olga Balema: brain damage, Bridget Donahue, New York, 2019. Courtesy Bridget Donahue.

The total surround of brain damage has an aural quality. Perhaps Balema’s interest in nerves, 

numbers, and networks is related to harmonics? Sound is an effect of nervous excitement. The 

elastic cord, in its tautness, approximates a stringed instrument. If excited, as an auditory nerve, it 

could generate a musical note. Alternatively, the crisscrossed elastic resembles a set of patch cords 

connecting modules in an analog synthesizer. Not literally audible, brain damage can be regarded 

as a composition of mathematical relations, for example between the length of the string and the 

pitch it produces, or amongst the sizes of intervals in the plan of temperament. The musical 

technologies of 1 through 13, untuned and out of order, imply intentionally harsh noise—a raucous 

field of sound. This composition is evoked rather than emitted. In their silence, these acoustic 

properties are latent—and, literally, suspended. All circuits are broken; all reception is cancelled. 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Martha Schwendener, “Olga Balema”, The New York Times, July 18, 2019. 
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“Olga Balema at High Art”, Contemporary Art Daily, November 22, 2017.
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